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GETTING TO KNOW  
THE GARNERS

Hello fellow horse friends and event attendants!  I thought it may 
be nice to let you know what we have been working on in 2015.  

Our family has been using that dependable and trustworthy horse 
on the Canadian prairies since Joshua Garner immigrated from 
England and homesteaded in the RM of Red Pheasant, SK in 1905.  
The Garner grandkids are the fifth generation to be involved with 
the operation which borders Waterton Lakes National Park in 
Alberta.  Our Quarter Horse program is centered on those good 
old fashioned traits that Joshua depended on daily in the early 
days as he used his horses to break new ground and tote his kids 
to school.  Jim and Angel, third generation Garners, continue to 
make a living off of the land with help from all of the members of 
our family.  

Although the ranch is a family ranch, we feel it is important to 
stay connected with the industry both in business and agriculture.  
Melody is the President of the Lethbridge Chamber of Commerce 
for 2015-2016 and continues to use her talents to help promote 
business in Southern Alberta. I am proud to chair the Public Policy 
Committee and am a director for the Canadian Quarter Horse 
Association (CQHA). In 2014 I was honored to be appointed to 
sit on the Recreational Activities committee for the American 
Quarter Horse Association (AQHA) which organizes and makes 
recommendations to the executive at AQHA for recreational riding 
initiatives and activities and continue to contribute where I can. 

In March I once again attended the annual AQHA convention 
which was held in Fort Worth Texas.  AQHA is celebrating 75 years 
and is the largest horse registry in the world.  In April this year the 
ranch was privileged to be given the opportunity to place a booth 
at The Mane Event in Red Deer.  We met so many great horse 
people and in an effort to help engage today’s youth, donated one 
of our yearling fillies to Naomi Akkermans who was the winner of 
the essay writing contest at this event.  Its success means that we 
plan on doing it again next year.

As 2015 starts to wind down, our family would like to thank you 
for your support of our event and the industry.  Stay in touch with 
us as we continue to work on some exciting new ventures for 
2016.  We hope that you find this event both entertaining and 
educational.

Yours Truly,

Marc Garner
Rocking Heart Ranch Ltd Operations.



As our head judge, Bob continues to lend his expertise to horse people from 
across Western Canada.  Aside from being a distinguished horse training 
professional he also demonstrates his love for horsemanship by hosting 
clinics on proper saddle and tack fit, colt starting, and problem solving.  
He continues to be sought after by expos from across Western Canada to 
conduct clinics or act as a judge including The Mane Event in Red Deer. 

Kateri was born on the World Famous Rafter 6 ranch where she 
developed her first horsemanship skills before attending Olds College 
for her formal education.  She has worked with elite cutting trainers in 
Texas, performed “on screen stunts” for famous shows like Canada’s 
own TV series Heartland, and has learned the ways of competitive 
driving by World Champions in Cumbria, England.  She is the 2014 
“Cowboy Up Challenge” Calgary Stampede Champion and is the first 
women to win this event.  In 2015 she was one of the three featured 
trainers at the Mane Event in Red Deer, Alberta. 

This 4th generation horse professional is married to his wife Jackie and 
has 6 children named Taneal, Wyatt, Darbi, Kendee, Brady, and Trygg.  He 
continues to be sought after for his talents in starting colts and hosts clinics 
across Western Canada demonstrating the various techniques that can be 
used.  His accomplishments include winning the Horse Trainers Challenge 
in Innisfail, AB and is the reigning Grand Champion trainer for this event.  
Rod has also been featured on Spirit of the West with Hugh McLennan.
 

Photo Credit: Deanna Kristensen Photo
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Alex, his wife Sonja and their two children, Aiden and Savanna, own and operate Hat 
Creek Ranches east of Strathmore Alberta. He has always had a passion for horses ever 
since he was a child. Whether it was riding hunter jumpers, Polo and track horses or 
ranch horses, it didn’t matter, as long as he was on a horse he was happy. Alex’s real 
passion though it to put out the top working cow and calf roping and team roping 
horses that anyone can take out and win on. To him there is no better feeling than when 
a horse and rider come together to be the best team they can be.

Buckskin Ali was raised in the country, in the small town of Canal Flats, BC. She fell in love 
with horses at a very young age. she started working at a ranch at the age of 13, working 
with the horses and doing chores. As a young girl she took riding lessons and attended 
summer camps with John Soles at Rising Star Stables. This is where she found her passion 
to further her knowledge and become a horse trainer. She trained her first horse at the 
age of 15. For the past 3 years she has been living at Rising Star Stables full time, and 
training horses. She absoulty loves the challenge and personalities of each colt/horse 
that she has had the pleasure to work with. Ali believes that making a horse supple with 
soft, kind hands is the key to having a great all-around horse. She continues her education 
daily with John soles, also by reading books, watching videos and attending clinics. Some 
of her mentors include John Soles, Jimmy Anderson, Pat Parelli and Clinton Anderson. 
This girl loves to compete in Cowboy Up Challenges, cattle sorting, cattle drives, barrel 
racing and long trail rides.

If a horse can give one percent it takes a great horseman to realize how that will turn 
into 110 percent and capitalize on it at the right time. I have had the opportunity to 
be a part of the horse industry in Canada in the states along with great trainers and 
farriers and great all around horseman. Rodeo has also been a huge part of my life 
and working towards better horsemanship being in the timed end of the arena. The 
show pen is where you could say my dreams lie in and what I work every day to be 
better at. I have great respect for Al Dunning, Shawn Flarida, Craig Johnson, along 
with great Canadian horseman as JP Forget, Swales and so on. I think we never stop 
learning and when we do is when we no longer are striving to be better and “Train 
for success”.
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TRAINERS

Cory McAllister specializes in colt starting, horsemanship, reining, working cow horse, 
and cutting. He has an extensive background in ground work and fundamentals. Cory 
has trained closely for over a decade with top dressage, horsemanship and western 
trainers. An example of a trainer he has worked with is Peter Campbell. Pete himself 
has trained with Tome Dourance and Ray Hunt, taking those principals and using 
them in his own style. Cory’s training program is geared to the performance horse 
regardless of discipline. Cory is third generation in a family of horse trainers, his 
mother is dressage silver medalist Crystal Kroetch. Cory’s principal of “Focus the 
mind and the rest is a cinch” permeates every step of his training. Cory is a kind, 
talented and intuitive trainer. He works with his clients to teach them the techniques 
he is teaching the horse so both horse and rider are on the same page.

In 2008 Gregg graduated from the University of Calgary and was on track to work 
in the finance industry. Before starting that career, he decided to spend a summer 
working for a chuckwagon driver. Seven years and many jobs later, he now lives with 
his wife on a ranch south of Calgary riding outside colts and managing a herd of cows. 
Along the way he was introduced to the ideas of Tom Dorrance and Ray Hunt, and 
has been determined to practice their principles. Gregg has met a number of people 
that have helped him to try to understand what Tom and Ray were doing, and being 
around these mentors has been one of the best parts of his career. Currently Gregg 
rides eight to ten horses at a time, and most are barrel racing, cutting or working cow 
horse prospects.

Jake Jasper Specializes in starting colts and working with troubled horses. He has come a long 
way from old fashioned “ buck’em out “ methods of starting colts on ranches in his younger 
years He has spent time working with and learning from other trainers along the way as he 
grew and developed better methods of starting cots as well as educating horses. He believes 
in building a strong foundation from the ground up. He gives trust to the horse as he builds 
trust from the horse to himself. He is a firm believer in his mottos “be as soft as you can but 
as firm as you have to” and “ always go consistently forward than quickly backwards”. He 
successfully operates Jake Jasper Horsemanship in Eagle Hill, AB where he starts many colts 
as well as working with scared or troubled horses. He also teaches horses in various western 
disciplines, from versatile ranch horses, reining, western pleasure, extreme trail and cutting/
working cow. He hosts several colt starting and Horsemanship clinics around western Canada 
each year. Jake Believes strongly that we focus so much on teaching the horses but we also 
need to take the time to teach the “ Horse people “ owners and riders, to help them connect 
and better move with their horses.  
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Jamie-Lee grew up on a beef ranch in the heart of cattle country, Maple Creek 
Saskatchewan. Her passion for horses started at a very young age, and continued to grow 
as she learned to use horses for every day ranch work on the family ranch.  She also took 
part in 4-H Lighthorse for many years. Jamie-Lee has been riding and training horses from 
a young age, and decided to further her education in the field she was familiar with. She 
is an Olds College graduate from the Equine Science Western Horsemanship Diploma, and 
also a Certified Equine Canada Coach – Instructor of Beginners. Jamie-Lee has had the 
opportunity to ride under professional reining trainer Cheryl Mitchell, and was an assistant 
trainer for professional reiner Jesse Beckley. Jamie-Lee believes having an all-around 
ranch horse the entire family can ride is essential, and intends to portray that through 
her training methods. She loves the challenge of getting on a horse for the first time, and 
watching it grow, and progress with the guidance of her training. She owns and operates 
her own business, ‘Prairie Performance Horses’, training horses, specializing in starting 
young horses, and coaching western riders.

Jordan Camille and his wife, Candice, along with their children Tyrell, Ryder & 
Hunter, combine what they love: horse training & photography from their home. Jordan 
prides himself with the quality of his training and the horses he trains. This year they 
partnered up with Randy Sharpe of Bar over S ranch (owner/breeder of Kings Moon 
Seven - Jordan’s colt last year) to offer exceptional breeding & training in one package.  

Jordan enjoys life, riding and above all his family. To find more information about us look 
up Camille’s Horses and Candice Camille Photography.

Power. Beauty. Intelligence. 3 things that I, as a horse trainer, will respect and preserve when 
working with human’s most honorable partner. Myself, along with my wife Deb and daughter 
Makayla, own a small herd of horses with top well-known blood lines in cutting and reining. 
We all have a hand in the training and experience that is put into creating horses that are 
respectful and willing to be by your side. I have been around horses from a young boy. 
Although I must say that my horsemanship skills have dramatically changed and evolved 
through the years. Taking part in clinics when I can and educating myself from various 
sources and people. I have learned that when a horse, creates dependability, bringing you a 
product that you can use and enjoy whether for work, leisure or just some quiet time with 
a friend. I take pride in the partner I can create for you and if that is a challenge more than 
the spirit will allow to be changed...I will also be honest of that as well. Training horses is 
a passion for me and I live everyday just to be able to challenge myself with the powerful 
spirits that these animals possess.
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Samantha grew up in a small southern Ontario town, where she spent lots of time on the 
grandparent’s family farm tending to beef cattle and crops. It wasn’t too far of a stretch for her 
love of agriculture to shift towards horses at a young age. Through her early teenage years, 
she began competing extensively all over Ontario in saddle clubs, fairs and at small OQHA 
shows on several different mounts in both English and Western events. During these years, 
she took home multiple high point and champion titles in both junior and open divisions. 
After spending three years as an assistant trainer and coach on her mentor’s farm, she 
decided to further her knowledge and experience in the industry. She is now a graduate from 
Olds College’s Equine Science program in two majors – Western Horsemanship and Western 
Coaching and is also a certified Equine Canada Instructor of Beginners for western riders, as 
well as a Western Rider Level Evaluator. In addition to working with the amazing instructors at 
the college, including Cheryl Mitchell and Wendy Johnston, she has also been an assistant to 
JP Forget, a professional reining trainer. Samantha believes in having an all-around horse that 
is safe enough for all members of the family. Nothing quite matches the enjoyment she feels 
watching young horses and riders (of any age) progress under her guidance and it is that very 
reason that led her to create her business “Dreamscape Horsemanship” which specializes in 
starting young horses and coaching riders in the art of western riding. Currently, she is based 
out of Sundre, Alberta. 

Lindsay is a 3rd generation equestrian, 4H alumni and born and raised Albertan. She has over a 
decade experience showing in all around events and has enjoyed trying anything and everything 
horse related from English Pleasure to extreme cowboy challenge.  In 2013 Lindsay started her 
own business ‘Chipman Horsemanship’ offering riding lessons to youth and beginner adults. 
She now operates this business full time with her husband Mark in Raymond Alberta where 
she teaches horsemanship lessons and trains client horses in every discipline. “Where there’s 
a will there’s a way, and I am so lucky to have such supportive Family and Friends to be able 
to follow my dreams of becoming the best horseman I can be and to always be expanding my 
knowledge”. This is Lindsay’s first year participating in the colt starting challenge and she is very 
grateful to the Garner family for supporting equine business and for putting on this event!

Nicholas Baer, Bassano Alberta, has been raised around horses his whole life. At the 
age of 13, Nick trained his first horse which he still rides today. Having the experience 
of working at Sandy Ridge Stallion Statin for four years, the 17-year old really got 
interested in the business of horses. He has attended many clinics from great 
horseman like Buck Brannaman, Martin Black and Doug Mills. At the age of nine Nick 
was diagnosed with Type One Diabetes and continues to live with it today. He enjoys 
training horses, ranch roping, team roping, ranch work and cowboy challenges.

Alternate Trainer #1

Alternate Trainer #2
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TERMS OF SALE

All bids must be made in Canadian funds (CAD) 
and GST will be applied to all purchases at 
the rate of 5%.  If any dispute arises between 
two bidders, the dispute will be settled by the 
auctioneer.  A Visa or Mastercard will be nec-
essary for absentee or phone bids which will be 
welcomed but arrangements must be made a 
minimum of one day before the sale to secure 
a buyers number and qualify for this service.  All 
horses are registered with the American Quar-
ter Horse Association and are on a standard de-
worming program.  The two year old Challenge 
horses have been vaccinated for West Nile and 
Rhino Flu.  Every effort has been made to as-
sure the accuracy of this catalogue, however an-
nounced changes in the catalogue on sale day 
will take precedence over the printed material.  
A required brand inspection fee of $2 will be ap-
plied to every invoice.  

 
SPECIAL TERMS & 
CONDITIONS

*30 day money back guarantee.

50% down No Interest in house financing 

15% discount for 4-H members.
 

Master Card and Visa accepted.
**Personal check accepted.

 
 
 

RELEASE OF LIABILITY

All persons attending this event do so at their 
own risk.  Rocking Heart Ranch Ltd, its owners, 
representatives, and volunteers do not assume 
any liability, legal, or otherwise.  Parents are 
responsible for their own children. 

 
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

Any horse that sells for $4000 or more will 
instantly qualify for 50% down, 1 year, no 
interest financing.  The down payment must 
be made via Cash, Visa, or MasterCard and will 
be 50% of the final invoice price after GST has 
been charged and any and all deductions have 
been applied.  Final payment will be due August 
22, 2016   Transfers will be held until the final 
payment is received.  Contact Jim Garner at 
(403) 382-1588.  Any discounts will be applied 
to the final invoice prior to adding the GST.   
No dogs (other than service dogs) are allowed 
in the arena or around the horses.  Because 
of our 30 day money back guarantee, original 
registration papers and transfers will be sent by 
regular mail to the buyers documented address 
after 30 days from the sale date to ensure each 
customer is happy with their horse. In order 
for any team leader or 4-H member to take 
advantage of the 15% discount, they must be in 
attendance and able to produce the necessary 
4-H identification.  There may be a minimum 
bid on some horses.

PHONE BIDS

SALE DAY PHONES
(403) 894-1005 (403) 382-1588

REGISTRATION FOR BIDDING
(403)894-1005

For transportation, international paperwork, 
and vet inspections, contact
Marc Garner at (403)330-5958

SALE CONDUCTED BY  
PERLICH AUCTION

Auctioneer:  Bob Perlich  
Pedigrees and Information:  John Arnold

(Must Register by August 21st)
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*The refund policy applies to only the purchase price of the horse and will be processed in the form of a ranch cheque.  Only the amount 
paid to date will be refunded.  Buyers are responsible to have the horse accompanied by a certificate of health completed by a certified 
veterinarian indicating that the horse is in good health.  All fees associated with the health certificate, transportation back to the ranch 
at Waterton, or other related costs are at the buyer’s expense.  Rocking Heart Ranch Ltd reserves the right to withdraw the refund offer 
should these requirements not be met.  **We extend our trust to anyone wishing to write a cheque, however non-collectable cheques will 
be subject to an NSF fee.

This event has three main goals:

1. 4-H members and other kids in attendance 
will be able to see the result of 60 days of patient 
training by each of our trainers on an “un-
started” two year old foundation quarter horse.  

2. They will have the opportunity to hone their 
judging skills by completing the same forms 
that our panel of industry leading judges will 
be using to evaluate each trainer (not formally 
counted).  This will give them a “measuring 
stick” for comparison.

 

 
 
3.Lastly, each 4-H member (assuming they 
complete and submit a judging form) will be 
entered into the draw for a Rocking Heart 
Ranch colt and saddle so that they may apply 
what they have learned at the challenge 
to horses in the future.  We hope that this 
approach will inspire young people and create 
excitement with a generation that we consider 
to be the future of our industry.

 

 

OUR « BACK IN THE SADDLE » YOUTH PHILOSOPHY
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Home of LSR Forrest & Peppy San Sun Frost
Proud Breeders of DQH Frenchmans Sabre & DQHTayortivio Chex.
Wishing all the trainers and colts best of luck in the competition

Decosse Quarter Horses | Brian & Donna Decosse | Box 83, Mather, MB. ROK ILO | 204-529-2515  
www.decossequarterhorses.ca 

Irvine Tack Shop
Canada’s Largest Tack Shop 

403-946-4246
www.irvines.ca

Waterton Shoreline  
Cruise Company

Waterton Lakes  
Golf Course

Bayshore Inn

The Lodge at  
Waterton Lakes

Other Sponsors



MONICACHAPMANPHOTOGRAPY.COM
Country Life-style Wedding & Portrait Photographer

Phone 403-330-9120 Email: mchapmanphoto@gmail.com

EVERYTHING YOU WANT AND NEED IN ONE LOCATION

OLDS COLLEGE – CONFERENCE SERVICES
www.oldscollege.ca/campus/conference_services

OPENING 
Sept 2015

July 15 – Marc Garner – rockingheartranchltd@gmail.com– 403-330-5958OC_Pomeroy_ConfServ_Choc.Ad.indd   1 15-07-15   12:06 PM





Inducted into the AQHA Hall of Fame in 1992, Joe 
Hancock started out as a racing sensation during the 
great depression. Owned mostly by Tom Burnett from 
Texas, he became a legendary sire of rope horses that 
were sought after by “Old Time Ropers” . These men 
described the Hancock horses as being big, stout, tough, 
and packing a lot of bone which made them ideal for the 
hauling and tough elements required in rodeo.

Joe Hancock had two sons that became legendary in the 
roping arena and on the ranch, Texas Blue Bonnet and 
Red Man. Although the “Hancock Horses” including 
Red Man in their day were a course looking lot they 
were very popular. Well respected World Champion 
steer roper, Clarke McEntire of Stringtown, Oklahoma 
commented that “You could always spot a Hancock by 
their looks, but that Hancock head didn’t hurt ‘em any. 
They might not win a halter class but they were good in 
the arena or the pasture; they were smart. There is such 
a thing today as breeding too small of a head on horses, 
where it doesn’t hold enough”.

Although Blue Valentine displayed less of a “Hancock Head” 
he amplified the positive traits of his sire Red Man. Born in 
1956 to owner Ken Gunter, Blue Valentine was soon noticed 
by horseman Del Haverty who quickly made a deal with Ken 
to get him. Del trained “Blue” to rope calves, tie down, team 
rope, and haze steers to which he became famous for. Del sold 
half interest in him to Buster and Laurie Hayes who eventually 
stood Blue Valentine, Texas Blue Bonnet, and Plenty Coup.  

As time passed “Blue Valentine” ended up being owned by 
Hyde Merritt who was the last to rope on him at the Cheyenne 
Frontier days in 1970. Pro rodeo Hall of Fame and National 
Cowboy Hall of Fame inductee Everett Shaw was flagging 
at this rodeo and endorsed Blue Valentine by commenting 
“He is the best steer horse in the arena this year”. Hyde and 
Del commented that “he starts out of the box quicker and 
can catch cattle easier than any horse they had ridden”. 

He is by far the most famous and recognized grandson of Joe 
Hancock. Although line breeding was not new to the industry 
before Blue Valentine was born, his name is still today one of the 
most referenced in regards to percentage blood on a foundation 
pedigree . You might hear a proud owner explain “My stallion 
is 25% Blue Valentine”. The simple reason for this is that he 
passed down all of his positive traits for many generations which 
continues to identify with the majority of Quarter Horse owners 
that truly “use” their horse. His gentle disposition, outstanding
versatility, and rugged build is why our ranch continues to 
highlight this line of genetics in our program. Our stallion RW 
Ames Blu is almost a carbon copy of this great horse..

br. H, 1923 by JOHN WILKENS ex BROWN HANCOCK MARE
(Photo courtesy allbreedspedigree.com)

bl r. H, 1956 by RED MAN3 ex BEAUTYS DREAM 
(Photo courtesy allbreedspedigree.com)

Blue Valentine and Kathy Haverty Ivory
Barrel Racing; Kathy Ivory photo 

(Photo courtesy allbreedspedigree.com)



By the legendary kid friendly stallion

Blu Quachita Hancock 
RW Ames Blu continues to go beyond what our 
expectations are for a stallion. He is 26.5% Blue 
Valentine and 15.6% Joe Hancock helping us with our 
goals to breed the bone and gentle disposition into our 
herd which he excels at every year. His progeny are easy 
to handle from the time that they are born to the time 
you take the saddle off to put them away for the day. If 
you want to own a versatile, dependable, family friendly 
horse, own an RW Ames Blu Colt!

    MR ROAN HANCOCK
        HANCOCKS BLUE BOY 

    BLUEBIRD HANCOCK
BLU QUACHITA HANCOCK

    BLUE VALENTINE
        MISS HYDY GIRL

    HYDEL GIRL 44

    LARRY HECK HANCOCK
        HECK NO HANCOCK

    HANCOCK CUTIE
HECK NO AMELIA

    VIGORIOUS VIC 
        VICKS DEL BOON

    PEPPIES BOON

by Peppie San

Blue Roan Stallion     5111655    March 30, 2008 

LEFT: Blu Quachita Hancock 1994-2010

RIGHT: Jon Blackmore on RHR Valentine Blu Te, a 2011 gelding 
by RW Ames Blu at our 2013 Colt Starting Challenge

A ROCKING HEART RANCH

 Franchise Sire!
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By the 2005 World Champion SR Heel Horse 

Silver Gun 

“Buckey” was the product of one of our best producing mares 
‘HQH Got Gypsy Fever’ that came from the performance line 
of our program. His colts have proven to be athletic, trainable, 
and great ‘movers’ in the arena. It was unfortunate that due to 
a bad injury in the spring of 2013 that his career as a proven 
sire of performance horses for us came to an abrupt end. The 
last of his line is on offer at our event in 2015.

    FRECKLES PLAYBOY
        PLAYGUN 

    MISS SILVER PISTOL
SILVER GUN (World Champion)

    COLONEL FRECKLES
        MISS FRECKLES REED

    MISS J B REED

    GOT PEP
        GOT TO LAST

    A GENUINE TANGO
HQH GOT GYPSY FEVER

    ZANS TRES CHES
        ZANS GYPSY ROSE LEE

    GYPSY BAR SUGAR

Grey Stallion        5121804       April 27, 2008 

From the Proven Blood of 
Silver Gun!

LEFT:  RHR Guns N Kings the 2011 grey gelding by Guns N Pep carrying the Canada flag at last years event.

CENTRE and RIGHT: 2005 World Champion SR Heel Horse Silver Gun

2008-2013
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“DOC“  Was a once in a lifetime stallion at Bar S.  He was 
a great athlete that was used for pasture work, in harness 
for driving, and roping for over 17 years.  Randy describes 
him as the most prolific sire that he was ever associated 
with in that he passed on his qualities more consistently 
than any other sire.

    OTOE
        OTOES GENT

    MEEKS LADY HILL
BUDDY OTOE

    SUGAR BUD
        TAMSUBAR

    DEARS TAMMEY

    DRY DOC FREEDOM
        FREEDOMS SHUR DOC

    TEXAS NEWS
PO DOUBLE DOC

    RAZZLE DAZZLE DOC
        SHEILWIN A LOT

    JAIME WIN

    WHISKEY MUSIC
        SNIPPER MUSIC

    SNIPPER TODY
CELEBRITY CONCERTO

    SIERRA G SON
        SIERRA CELEBRITYGOLD

    SKIPETTE HOLLY

    NU BAR TWIST
        NU BARS BUENO

    SMOKEY MYSTIC
NU TWIST N SMOKE

    DOC BAR GEM
        GEMS JENNY

    POCO COOKIE BABY

2009 Grulla Stallion

1993 Brown Stallion
Deceased
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“KINGS” offspring are attractive, athletic, have that gentle 
willing mind right from the start and a competitive ‘cowy’ 
nature.  Like his sire Double Otoe Doc, he is used for 
pasture work and roping.

    OTOES GENT
        BUDDY OTOE

    TAMSUBAR
DOUBLE OTOE DOC

    FREEDOMS SHUR DOC
        PO DOUBLE DOC

    SHEILWIN A LOT

    DOC MATTIOLI
        DOCS LAST COMMAND

    PANDA MANDO
BSR SHESABLUE TIGER

    SIGS BUTLER
        BUTLERS TIGRESS

    DOUBLE J TIGRESS

2005 Black Stallion 
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This is a high percentage Blue Valentine 
colt with the blood of Docs Demonstra-
tor (Doc Bar) on the maternal side of his 
pedigree.  His dam Miss Bar Valentine is a 
full sister to the Grand Champion filly RHR 
Miss Blue Pally ridden by Jaquelene See at 
this event in 2013.  He is a lanky colt when 
fully matured will give you the ability to 
put on much distance in a short period of 
time.  He will finish out at 15.1, 1200lbs. 

HANCOCKS BLUE BOY
BLU QUACHITA HANCOCK

MISS HYDY GIRL 
RW AMES BLU

HECK NO HANCOCK
HECK NO AMELIA

VICKS DEL BOON

MR ROAN HANCOCK
BLUE BALDY JOE

ALICE BLUEGOWN
MISS BAR VALENTINE

WOODLAND DOC
DOC TOP HANCOCK

MS ROAN BRITCHES

Cowboy horse deluxe here. By the 
proven sire Celebrity Blue Smoke from 
the Randy Sharp Bar S program at 
North Battleford, SK.  Trainer Alex Alves 
had this horse laying down for him 
after only a few sessions of training.  
If you have always wanted to own a 
dependable, family friendly Grulla, take 
a close look at this guy.

SNIPPER MUSIC
CELEBRITY CONCERTO

SIERRA CELEBRITYGOLD 
CELEBRITY BLUE SMOKE

NU BARS BUENO
NU TWIST N SMOKE

GEMS JENNY

BUDDY OTOE
DOUBLE OTOE DOC

PO DOUBLE DOC
DOUBLES LUCKY LYNX

BSR LUCKY COMMAND
RAMBOS LUCKY LYNX

POCO MAKES BUENO

PLAYGUN
SILVER GUN

MISS FRECKLES REED 
GUNS N PEP

GOT TO LAST
HQH GOT GYPSY FEVER

ZANS GYPSY ROSE LEE

COOKE COUNTRY
CEE KAY GOLDEN BOY

SNIP EYED LADY
CEE KAY JEANS

FM KELLY
JACKIE JEANS BABE

BONNY EYED JACKIE

This is the last offspring from our 
reference stallion Guns N Pep who is by 
the AQHA World Champion Sire Silver 
Gun.  This line of genetics has proven 
to be athletic and naturally interested in 
cattle.   A full sister to this horse was 
featured in last year’s event ridden by 
Jo-Anne and Chyanne Vayro.
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HANCOCKS BLUE BOY
BLU QUACHITA HANCOCK

MISS HYDY GIRL
RW AMES BLU

HECK NO HANCOCK
HECK NO AMELIA

VICKS DEL BOON

PLAYGUN
SILVER GUN

MISS FRECKLES REED 
JACKIES SILVER GUN

MARCH KING BREEZE
JACKIE KING BREEZE

TWO EYED LOVE

This colt is an outcross between our 
performance and foundation lines 
of genetics.  His dam Jackies Silver 
Gun was the first offspring to be born 
in Canada to the late AQHA World 
Champion sire Silver Gun (Playgun) and 
was the easiest filly that I have ever 
started under saddle.  You can expect 
this colt to get any job done with ease.

CD OLENA
CD RIO

PLAY CHEX RIO
LSR FORREST

TARDY’S SENOR 1
AMYABLE

OAKWOOD AMY

SONNY SAN TIGER
TIVIO TIGER DOC

DOCS TAYLOR TIVIO 
DQH KAHLUA TIVIO

OLE BLACK DIAMON
SILVER BAR MADONNA

DOC DEBBIE BAR

Here is a big colt that is as gentle as they come 
for his age.  He is easy to catch and built to get 
the job done no matter how long it takes.  He 
is 15HH and 1100lbs at two so you can expect 
him to grow even a tad more as he continues 
to mature.  He will make a great saddle horse 
for the entire family in the years to come.

This colt possesses a super high percentage 
of Blue Valentine blood from the core of our 
foundation line of genetics.  We nicknamed 
this colt “The Pest” because when halter 
breaking him and other colts in the fall of 
2013 he was a ‘pest’ in that when you wanted 
to join up with other colts he was always in 
the way looking for your attention.  When it 
comes to owning a future family friendly colt 
he should be a real consideration.

HANCOCKS BLUE BOY
BLU QUACHITA HANCOCK

MISS HYDY GIRL
RW AMES BLU

HECK NO HANCOCK
HECK NO AMELIA

VICKS DEL BOON

HANCOCKS BLUE BOY
BLU QUACHITA HANCOCK

MISS HYDY GIRL 
RW PUMPKIN FROST

PYOTE VALENTINE
PYOTE PUMPKIN PIE

PUMPKINS HANCOCK

Here is a balanced individual that also has a very 
high percentage of Blue Valentine on his pedigree.  
His dam RW Slue Foot Sue is the dam of Marc’s 
personal riding horse RHR Rowdy Blue Sue who 
is one of the most surefooted easy natured riders 
that Rocking Heart Ranch owns.  Like many of our 
horses he is easy to catch, likes human contact and 
is a great future family friendly prospect.  Although 
many of our horses wear a colored set of britches 
we believe that “There is no such thing as a bad 
color on a good horse”.  When you ride this guy 
we are sure you will agree.

HANCOCKS BLUE BOY
BLU QUACHITA HANCOCK

MISS HYDY GIRL 
RW AMES BLU

HECK NO HANCOCK
HECK NO AMELIA

VICKS DEL BOON

HANCOCKS BLUE BOY
BLU QUACHITA HANCOCK

MISS HYDY GIRL
RW SLU FOOT SUE

POCO LEW HANCOCK
POCO BROWN DOLL

BLUE BOYS DOLL
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FRENCHMANS GUY
COWBOYS FRENCHMAN

SNIPPYS PUMKIN 
PEPPY SAN SUN FROST

PEPPY SAN LEO
FANTA SAN

WHERE IS POPPA

SONNY SAN TIGER
TIVIO TIGER DOC

DOCS TAYLOR TIVIO
DQH TAYLORTIVIOTALLY

PAGANS COUL PRIDE
PAGANS COUL CRICKET

TALLY HORN BABE

Another big stout two year old buckskin 
colt.  Frenchmans Guy, the 8 million 
dollar versatile sire is his great grand 
get on the paternal side of his pedigree.  
This colt displays many of the same 
traits as Frenchmans Guy in that he is a 
smooth mover with a pleasant attitude; 
traits that we live by at Rocking Heart.

DOC O’LENA
SMART LITTLE LENA

SMART PEPPY 
SMART LIL MARMOSET

PEPPY SAN BADGER
MISS MARMOSET

DOC’S MARMOSET

SUGS CHITA
HOTRODDEN SUG

PRESTIGIOUS JET
SUGS JACKIE BEE

TEE J JACK FLASH
WB PATS TONKA

BLEND OF BLONDE

Her extended pedigree on the maternal 
side is packed with the blood of King 
and Blackburn, two of AQHA’s most 
outstanding contributors to the breed. 
The sire’s side is proven working cow 
horse genetics highlighted by Doc 
O’Lena and Peppy San Badger. When 
watching her move one may conclude 
that she will make a great performance 
prospect.

This may be the most athletic colt in the 
group this year.  He is a late bloomer and 
an intensely bred King/Leo/Three Bars colt 
that displays all the attributes of a future 
mover and shaker.  He is by the prepotent 
sire Double Otoe Doc and is a half-brother 
to Docs King Hill, the proven rope sire from 
the Randy Sharp Bar S program.  When 
fully mature this colt will make someone 
a fantastic performance horse. 

OTOE’S GENT
BUDDY OTOE

TAMSUBAR 
DOUBLE OTOE DOC

FREEDOMS SHUR DOC
PO DOUBLE DOC

SHEILWIN A LOT

DOC A DOO
KCS DOCS DELIGHT

REYS DELIGHT ADAMS
TWISTER DOCS FREEDOM

FREEDOMS SHUR DOC
FREEDOMS SPECIALTY

DOUBLE L SKIP

Another product by Celebrity Blue Smoke.  
This is a balanced colt that has all of the 
tools to assure you a lifetime of enjoyment 
getting your equine related activities 
completed. This is a balanced colt that has 
all of the tools to assure you a lifetime of 
enjoyment completing your equine related 
activities.  This is the kind of horse that 
many seek out for events like mounted 
shooting, extreme trail, and yes… good 
old fashioned recreational riding.  

SNIPPER MUSIC
CELEBRITY CONCERTO

SIERRA CELEBRITYGOLD
CELEBRITY BLUE SMOKE

NU BARS BUENO
NU TWIST N SMOKE

GEMS JENNY

DOCS LAST COMMAND
BSR LUCKY COMMAND

LUCKY YUCCA LADY 
RAMBOS LUCKY LYNX

POCO BUENO STING
POCO MAKES BUENO

POCO MAKES ROYALTY
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HANCOCKS BLUE BOY
BLU QUACHITA HANCOCK

MISS HYDY GIRL
RW AMES BLU

HECK NO HANCOCK
HECK NO AMELIA

VICKS DEL BOON

SADDLE UP TE
A JACK TO A TE

MISS BROADWAY SKIP
CHANTILLY LACE TE

QUINCY BLUE SOCKS
BLUE DANCER QUIN

WINCHESTER DANCER

If you like big stout blue horses, they do 
not get much better than this colt.  He 
is a full brother to the Reserve Grand 
Champion horse RHR Ames Blue Te 
ridden by Renee Gareau at this event in 
2014.  At two years of age he measures 
almost 15.2HH and 1200 lbs.  There is 
nothing dainty about this guy making 
him durable and ready for any job and 
some serious riding. 

SALTY ROAN
MR ROAN HANCOCK

GILA JO HANCOCK
BLUE BALDY JOE

BLUE VALENTINE
ALICE BLUEGOWN

XANTA’S LI’L GAL

DOC’S DEMONSTRATOR
WOODLAND DOC

MISS PALLY BAR
DOC TOP HANCOCK

PLUMB ROAN
MS ROAN BRITCHES

MS PIGGY BRITCHES

Here is what most would consider to be 
“Value Added”; A three in one package.  
This mare is a full sister to the Grand 
Champion Horse RHR Miss Blue Pally 
ridden by Jaquelene See at this event in 
2013.  At side is a big lanky stud colt by 
RHR Blue Te coming from the foundation 
of our program.  Inside is a full brother or 
sister to RHR Ames Valentine.  Although 
this mare was broke to ride at two she 
sells as a broodmare only.

This is a big stout producer that originated 
from the renowned Longmuir program at 
Empress Alberta.  The late Jack Longmuir 
is recognized for producing some of the 
finest ranch horses in the province. Te N Te 
and Blueboy Quincy show their influence 
in this mare. Her 2014 filly is showcased 
as going to one lucky 4-H member in the 
4-H only draw at this event. (Exposed to 
RW Ames Blu for a 2016 Foal)

TE N’ TE
NORTHERN TE

SKIP BADLANDS 251
SADDLE UP TE

TOP HAND BONANZA
BONANZA PATTY

MISS PATTY CAKE

BLUEBOY QUINCY
QUINCY BLUE SOCKS

RED DAIL FORS 
OKIE DOKIE QUIN

JOE C JACK
KIN TO PATTY

MISS PATTY CAKE

DUDE’S DUNCAN BOY
DUNCANS CANDY MAN

HICKORY’S CANDY 
THIS DUDES GOT MOORE

POWDER MOORE
CRICKET MOORE

CRICKET’S GAL

2

MR ROAN HANCOCK
MR BLUEJAY HANCOCK

THEO SNIPPY SEAL 
BB JAYS KITTY

HEATHS PINE CUTTER
CUTTERS CAT MOON

FORDS KITTY MOON

This three year old is a stout, bay roan filly, 
trained by the up and coming Jordan Camille, 
winner of last years ‘Open Showmanship’ 
award.  She is easy to catch, and will race other 
horses in the pasture to get to you first.  She has 
that rugged build that will allow you to ride her 
all day anywhere you like and is ready to do so.  
Mr BlueJay Hancock is a full brother to World 
Champion producing sire Walking X Hancock 
(sire of two time AQHA World Champion rope 
horse BB Quick Hancock). 
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Roan Silver Bella is a very well bred, beautiful, well-
built red roan to consider as your partner. Multiple 
proven performers and producers are on her papers. 
She has awesome ground manners, is easy for a 
Ferrier work on, has all shots and is dewormed. Easy 
to catch, load, bath and been hauled to numerous 
events and places for exposure to different stimuli. 
“Alley” has 60 days training. Very soft, willing, 
smooth and quick mover that is able to learn with 
no fuss. A nice mare for riding and to go further in 
her future. No fault of her own just being trained, as 
she was going to be used for breeding till this spring 
when our program took a different turn. 

BRINKS ROYAL LEE
ROYAL SILVER KING

SAM’S PISTOL 
HICKORYS SILVER KING

SOLANOS PEPPY SAN
SOLANOS HICKORY RIO

HICKORY THREE RIO

PEPTOBOONSMAL
MR ROAN FRECKLES

MS ROAN FRECKLES
TRAVEL ROAN BELLE

TRAVALENA MAN
TRAVEL BELLE

SARA SAN MICO

Consignor: Sid and Deb Matsalla

Consignor:  Jamie-Lee Reinbolt

Smart Chic War Leo (‘Case’) is a three year old 
gelding, and up to date on vaccinations and 
farrier. He is a gentle, patient horse with an 
extremely calm disposition.  If you’re looking for a 
horse that will be excellent with the whole family, 
athletic, and bread to perform this is the horse 
you need to check out. He is going to make an 
excellent kids horse, and is athletic enough to be 
a horse for the experienced rider, whether that be 
in the show pen or on the ranch. I have never 
trained a more fearless horse with so little spook.  
You don’t want to pass the rare horse up! 

SMART CHIC OLENA
CHICS RED FOX

HAPPY FOXY LADY
SMARTENED RIGHT UP

DRY SON OF A LENA
LENAS CLASSY ACT

PLAY ALANA

MAGIC MANNER
SIR MAGIC TWIST

TOO CHEY TO TWIST
DJ MY ALEDO ROSE

DOCS PACER
MY CLASSICAL ROSE

PRETTY ANNIE ROSE

PEPPY SAN BADGER
EL PEPPYS HURT

FAYLENA
EL SAY SAN

MR FRECKLES O LENA
MISS SAN O LEA

SONITAS SUGAR GIRL

SKIPS MONTI BARS
MONTI EBONY BARS

COMETS EBONY ECHO 
BERRY DO SHADOW

BUCKY BISCUIT
CAN DO BERRY

JAYCEE BERRY

This dun mare is out of some well-
known ranching blood lines. She is very 
correct and pretty. Built solid and thick. 
Easy to catch and handle. Being sold as 
a brood mare as that was our intention 
for her, as our program has changed. 

Consignor: Sid and Deb Matsalla

This pretty filly is by our Franchise Sire RW 
Ames Blu (J.R) and Cee Kay Jeans (Geenie) 
which is an intensely bred Two Eyed Jack 
mare.  ‘Geenie’ is the smoothest horse on 
the ranch with a trot that feels like you are 
riding on air.  J.R. is arguably the second 
smoothest riding horse at the ranch…..put 
the two together and odds are that this filly 
will be a smooth rider.  She has the great 
combination of the gentle disposition and 
some of the rugged build of J.R. and the 
color and athleticism of Geenie. 

HANCOCKS BLUE BOY
BLU QUACHITA HANCOCK

MISS HYDY GIRL 
RW AMES BLUE

HECK NO HANCOCK
HECK NO AMELIA

VICKS DEL BOON

COOKE COUNTRY
CEE KAY GOLDEN BOY

SNIP EYED LADY
CEE KAY JEANS

FM KELLY
JACKIE JEANS BABE

BONNY EYED JACKIE
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This eye catching blue filly is one of the most 
intensely bred Joe Hancock/Blue Valentine 
horses at Rocking Heart Ranch.  Her dam 
Rowdy Maid has seven crosses to Texas Blue 
Bonnet who was owned by the Hays family 
of Thermopolis, WY in 1951. Buster Hays also 
owned ½ interest in Blue Valentine during the 
1950’s and is responsible in part for bringing 
this line of genetics to that region.  Texas Blue 
Bonnet is the second most famous son of Joe 
Hancock next to Red Man.  

HANCOCKS BLUE BOY
BLU QUACHITA HANCOCK

MISS HYDY GIRL 
RW AMES BLU

HECK NO HANCOCK
HECK NO AMELIA

VICKS DEL BOON

ROWDY BLUE MAN
BLUE VALENTINE TWO

BLUES POLE CAT
ROWDY MAID

FOX BLUE
CHUCKERS MAID

CHUCKER MAID

We are pleased to offer this solid bay filly 
from the heart of our program to one lucky 
4-H member. Good Luck!

HANCOCKS BLUE BOY
BLU QUACHITA HANCOCK

MISS HYDY GIRL 
RW AMES BLU

HECK NO HANCOCK
HECK NO AMELIA

VICKS DEL BOON

NORTHERN TE
SADDLE UP TE

BONANZA PATTY
JL SADDLE UP TEQUILA

QUINCY BLUE SOCKS
OKIE DOKIE QUIN

KIN TO PATTY
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